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Foundations Recovery Network has hosted more than three dozen national

conferences,

conferences, earning a reputation as the leader in behavioral healthcare events.

webinars and

Conference attendees are given the opportunity to earn continuing education
credits in their given disciplines while they learn valuable information from a wide

professional
lectures present
numerous

range of expert-level speakers on a variety of topics pertaining to addiction and
mental health treatment. But that isn’t all; we host free webinars and periodically
invite experts to present at our outpatient centers. With two annual conferences,

opportunities to

monthly webinars and regular professional lectures—all offering the chance to earn

advance one’s

CE credits—FRN provides continual opportunities for advancing one’s professional

education.

education.
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Continuing education is an important part of any

mental health and substance abuse disorders, and

FRN event. At our conferences, attendees are

discover innovative treatment approaches and

given the opportunity to earn, on average, up to 21

advances in co-occurring disorders treatment.

hours of continuing education credits in their given

Participants complete an attendance/evaluation

disciplines. Conferences provide participants with

form in order to receive a certificate of completion.

the chance to network with other knowledgeable

Those who are interested can find a list of licensing

individuals and companies in the treatment field,

agencies for each conference on our events website,

acquire skills pertaining to complex co-occurring

FoundationsEvents.com.

www.FoundationsEvents.com | (866) 494.7787

Two Annual Conferences
Foundations Recovery Network holds two major events annually: our spring conference, Innovations in
Recovery, and our fall conference, Moments of Change. Innovations in Recovery takes place at the historic
Hotel del Coronado in scenic San Diego. This conference is designed to keep treatment professionals on
the leading edge of unique approaches and essential therapeutic skill sets. Several of its topics include
process addiction treatment, intervention, trauma resolution and defining specific approaches for specialty
populations.
Moments of Change is held in the fall each year at The Breakers Hotel in Palm Beach, Florida. This conference
tackles a variety of topics related to integrated treatment, offering a full continuum approach to training.
Intervention, psychological trauma, psychopharmacology and specialty populations are just some of the topics
routinely addressed.

For information on how to sign up for our conferences, webinars
and the professional lectures hosted at our outpatient centers,
just go to our events website, FoundationsEvents.com.

Webinars and Lectures
About Foundations
Recovery Network
Foundations Recovery
Network is recognized
as the premier leader in
integrated treatment for
co-occurring addiction and
mental health concerns.
Our award-winning model
combines evidence-based
addiction treatment with
innovative therapies for
mental health to address
co-occurring disorders
effectively. Results
demonstrate that FRN
patients are more than
twice as likely to maintain
sobriety one year posttreatment as compared
those who attend traditional
programs.

Ongoing education is a priority to
Foundations Recovery Network. Our
educational webinar series offers
experts a chance to promote effective
treatment methods, educate peers and
establish beneficial connections with
other
professionals. Webinars occur
monthly and are free to the public, with a
CE credit available to qualified attendees.
Our regular professional lecture series also
offers CE credits, and these presentations
take place at our outpatient centers
across the country. These locallyattended events are often scheduled
around lunchtime and offer a unique
opportunity for professionals to
network and learn more about a
number of treatment topics.
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